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TITLE IX: 'HOMAN RIGHTS IN -SCHOOL SPORT

On June 23, 1972, the United States Congress enacted the Education

Amendments of 1972. 1 /Title IX of this legislation reads:

No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex,

be excluded from participating in, be denied the benefits of,,

or be subject to discrimination under any education program

or activity receiving Federal financial assistance....

These thirty-seven words represent avajor accomplishment for the various

interestgxoupt that have diligently worked towwrds the institution of equal

humin eights within the process of education. It is the intention of the writer

to focus on the effects tnat this lancifficu.-k legislatioh will produce'within a

specific 'area of at ion - secondary school sport.'

Historical Events Leading to Title..17

The obvious goal of Title LX is the elimination of sexual discrimination

in educational programs and activities. ± iscrimination of this nature histcri-

a

rally has had deep roots within the educational processes and the predominate,,

but not exclusive, target of such discrimination has been the female of the

specieS.

Alexis de Toccueville wrote in the nineteenth cen y that, ".4

democratic education is indignensable to protect worsen from the dangers with

which .democratic institutions' and manners surround them."2 The quest for

equality has been a contlnual goal sought by numerous dedicated groups, and

individuals.

Robin. Eorr writes that, "Historically, women's rights in education

an in 1852 when F,:,san 2. Anthony persuaded the New York State Teachers

Association to recognize the 'rights of female teachers to Shan., in all th-
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- privileges and deliberations of that body'. During the 120 yearsfollowing Miss

Anthony's blast, signs of progress in the women's movement were few and(far

between. In 1961 a President's Commission on.the Status of Women declared

that discrimination against women in education remained a basic fact of life.

In September of 1965 when President Johnson issued Executive Order 11246

7%
forbidding all federal,contractors from discriminating in employment because

of race, religion, color, or national origin, activist critic's regarded it

noteworthy primarily for its silence about the rights of women."
3

,

tsex

.
.

Dorr further states-that, "The breakthrough in the wall of

Hiscrinination actnAlly came in October of '1967
(i
with the issuance by President
,

.

Johnson of Executive Order 11375, which amended the previous nondiscrimination

'-
order to prohibit'discration because of sex. Thus today, any educational

institution holding federal contracts faces loss of'those conttact5 if it

practices sex discrimination in employment. Moreoirr, the Order ,gees beyond

good intentions by requiring 'affirmative action'."4

Passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
5 generated new hope for cups

seeking total discrimination relief. In as mtIch as the Civ.i1 Rights Act

prohibited discriclination by virtue of race, the most blatent form of discrimi-

nation remaining to be eliminated was that of sex. However, attempts at

developing legislation prohibit.Ing this form of discrimination received

frequent set-backs. "Legislatures and court's at all levels, reflectinViews

held in many parts of American society, perceived sex discrimination as less -

onerous or less invidious than discrimination based moon race, colbr, or

national origin."6

w^rid ==.: an: has hstorically been conEidered to

the
by tie "i-/-^r4
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physically weak, dependent upon the male, and bhored by the thought of

engaging in physical Competition amongs-t themselves. Consequently, until

recent years few opportunities for women to engage in sport and athleticsihave

4

been provided by society. Initial encouragement for females to engage in

competitive sport developed -n the educational institutions of Wellesley

and Vassib. Traditionilly, women's programs have focused on instruction and

subsequent participalSon.in the so-called lifetime sports. Instruction usually

took place in the physical education classes, whereas the participation phase

was accompliihed viaa "play day" with another institution. This concept

eventually spread to the secondary, ,schools. On the other hand, male partici-

.

pation in secondary school sport has had a long history dating back to the

1800's.

The concept of athletics and sport has often been difficult for many

pe ople to cope with simply beca use indulgence in such activities evoes clear,

discernable societal reactions - reactions based. upon doeply rooteeestablished

norms. Sport and athletic norms developed as the result of society's perception

as to what constituted "right" and "wrong" with respect to male and female

paqicipaticn in sport. The dominant theme has usually 'pen that tIalP

be involved in competitive sport bscause it provided him with an opportunity 70

demonstrate qualities of strength, aggressiveness, achievement, sPlf-confidence,

fitnest, and leadership/follcwership. On the other hand, the female was dis-

couraged from sport participation-because those cluPlities which' the male

demonstrates via sport are diametrically opposed to those qualities to-which

("onsPcuPntiv, the p.Prpetuation of these societal

norms have made it _ne :ema_Le wno wants to participate i n c=oetitive. .

the feral
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Sport to gain support from the existing power structures. The result ofl

societal pressure on female participation in sport is exemplified by a 1971

court decis/on which denied a young woman the right to participate on a

Connecticut high school cross country team. The judge concluded

present generation of our younger male population has

not became so\aecadent that boys will experience a thrill

in defeating girls in a running contest, whether the .girls

be members of ti-eir ovn team or an adversary.team...Athletic

compqition wilds character in our boys. We do not need :tri

thatlkind of Acter in our girls, the women of tomorrow....
t/

ut'the country, rules, policies, and antiquated attitudes

towards spcft and sport participation have been.under fore. Carol Gorden,

president of the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Whmen, stated

.that, "The most positive sign of change is that peoPleore taking a critical

look at- the Situation and are coming to grips with thF idea of women's

spdrts. In Massachusetts the Great and General Court voted passage of

Chapter J2 of the Legislative Acts of 1971. Chapter 622 prohibits exclusion

from any'school or school program/activity based upon race, color, religion,

national origin, or sex. Congress, prompted by the tireless efforts of

various anti-discrimination groups, forrillated, proposed and enacted the Education

ti

Amendments of 1972.

. In the Congressional debate which took place prior to the enacment

of the Educational Amendments of 1972, Congresswoman~Martha Griffiths made the

following statement about women and sports:

"If winning is not everything, as many of my colleagues no

doubt have informed their children after an excruciating

loss in an athletic contest, and if sports really do help

build character as well as sound minds and bodies, then why

should men have a monopoly on our ,.71,7,=-;(.. f.t'il4l'es an-1

resources? :n my opinion, they should not.



The Implications of Title IX,--Is A.pblied to School Sport Programs

The Educational Amendurents of 1972, of which Title IX is a part,

%

as enacted by Congress on June 23, 1972. Title IX was written eight -)ears

1
a

5.

ter the passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act: Title IX is different in that

it is limited to educational programs and activities. The express purpose of

Title IX is to, close the gap in the laws provided to protect individuals from

10
biased educational policies..

AT4).readin6.t.,...-1.1.L.Le
7--- -

terms. However,. "It is not unusual for a statute with abroad social purpose

to be written in general terms rather than in detailed listings of prohibitions.

Title IX is written in a fashion similar to Title VI of the 1964 Civil-Rights

A!

Act Which prohibits racial di
A

federal financial assistance.

scriminAion in 'any program or activity receiing-

'

...where legislative history is silent, primary

consideration should be given t effectuating the purpose of the law rather

than narrowly limiting the law's application."
11

In an effort to develop 'operable Euidelines, DHEW has published a

document containing -eine proposed luideAhe regulations for Title IX. The

general public has been requested to review the regulations, and to submit

comnents as to needed revisions, additions; or deleatiohs. October 15, 107u

was the terminal date for submittance of comment. Following that date; the

DHEW will review received mat 141, possibly make the changes and then mibmit
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the final regulations to the- President for his signature. Regardless of the

fabt that the guideline regulations have not formally been adopted, Title IX
4.

is the law and compliance with its specifics must be adhered to: However, to

the writer's knowledge, no judicial decisions to date have,been rendered based

on Title IX, although several cases based on Title IX have been entered into

litigation.

Federal law7does not presume to dictate what specific philosophy-or

practices an institution must follow condoning sport. This isAan educational

decisicnAwhich belongs to those who fo

However, "Federal law does require that

e educational polj.cy at an institution.

once a practice or philosophy is deter-

mined, it be applied equally regardless of sex and that it not have a dt;propor-
.

tionate impact on one sex:"
12

Celeste Ulrich bel5eves that, "There are few places in education

where there has been such blatert sexual dscrimination as in deFavtments of \

physical education. As the only sex-identified body of "xnowledge in the school \\

4

curriculum (you do not have Loys' math and girls' math or mens' °I.:1-1.cs and

%aliens' physics), physical education has tolerated pervasive forms of sexual -

inequality. Facilities, ecuipment, and-personnel for the female oroTram'heYe

always been rearted as less 'Tmoortant than those of the cole."13 2Prtaf_rly

Ugrich's comments have been ,ased on years of experience ;In attempting to deal

...44
0

-
with the societal norms attached to the participaion of women 2.11 3p=i:

Title IX exerts an impact on secondary school sport pro2rams via a
. .

number of avenues. "The January 31 draft (Title IX regulations) provides that

Ltral ly ea.. ,
sex shall not te ----.- co- A

,a; ---,

programs cr nor-co-Te_ltive athletics. Sc,orts and other

7-74" 4-0 t.n ohry=4,n to (2icrr7Irninet
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'of §ex. The draft regulations provide that an educational

provide any athletics separately on the basis of sex. In general

education progrant, classes and non-competitive snorts muld be to tcth

i4
sexes and administered on that'tasis." The issue of competitive athletics,

"is treated differently under the draft regulations. First, students ar1 to
4

I be provided an equal opportunity to.Participate in competitive athletics.

Second, there is to be no disCrimination in the selection of sports or levels

of competition; equipment'and supplies are to be provided without discrimination;

game schedules, prictiice times, travel per diem allowances are to be administered

without discrimination; athletic scholarships are to be awarded wit? -:out sex

4

discriminatiOn. All prerequisites,to competitive sports are to be established-,

without sex dislorimination including coaching and instruction, assignment of

coaches and in tractors, provision of locker rooms, practice and play facilities,

facilities."medical and train'

Oni-ar4a. covered by Title IX, in vocational schools but not in

secondary and elementary schools is that of aOmissions. 4Towever, an institution,

if in eeceitt.of federal financial assistance, can not discriminate

student once enro3;led.

Itt any

The inequitables-7ribution of .Vidgetary alloCations for tcy' and

girls' athletic and physicsi education programs is alid Jhibibed.
1

compy with the law many school systems.will have to,rundrtak .ro's4on,s

of budget allocations in the areas of thysical education tro=min.,7 3ni fs.o'7-7ty

provisions. In she realm of sport, competitive and non7comtizive, seems

reasonable to accume that some wc': en!':ill :articipate on what zeen

vice .,:ersa for men. The writer i: Ef th
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that elimination of separate male and female competition is doubtful.

future difference will be the provision of equal competitive athletic...--,,:cr-

--tunities for both men and women.

It is .the writer's. position that to provide equal opportunity

male and female students, parallel sport programs will be needed. In thtt case

of single team programs, the opportunity to make the team should be extended to

both sexes. In situations in which the parallel program, system exists, if an

individual is not being afforded a competitive challenge equal to his/r 4 ability
ri

within his/hpr program, then he/she should be allowed the opportunity to attempt

to qualify for a position on the opposite sex team. For purposes of clarifiCatian,

the writer defines"challenge" strictly in terms of upward Mobility. An indi-
,

not.poSsessing the ability to make the team provided 'for his/her sex in

a parallel team program would be prohibited from seeking a position on the

opposite sex's team.

With reso2ct to the cu.stion of "mixed" parroiloatim in contact and

\

non-contact sports, the is or the that ,40...errss C± '--m of

the activity, all rules ar.,-,,erraL-,._, participaxicn should developed deYbid of

sexual implication; thereby, avaidinehe "'f."

Only when a
""b fi' par:icipaticn qualif4caticn"

stantially should any sexual restriction be ins4i:=] :o

regulate apparbunit s for farticipaticn. In ,=-1

regul,Rtion'i, policies, etc.. should by no:: -sexual and muse

each individual cies::r.Ln=6,' :participation. L all cases, the 4ne-'4v; t

provided in: th_ an
fr.r,

4



Application of%Title IX
.
to secondary sch
(

and continued effort,,t'emperA with patiencar. The g

law is. written,; the lack of specific guidelines; and

9.

sport will take time

alities it which the

e hesitancy of many

administrators to respond to the need for change will undoubtedly contribute

,/

to slow implementaIion. It is ;he writer'- ief that Title IX, based on

other social legislation experience, will not be implementated in aswift

manner. A series of precedent setting-judicial decisions will be required

/-9

prior to anc observable serious implementation becoming evident.

h. Title IX From A Legal Perspective: A'Look At Historic'Parallels

Prior to Title IX being. sigiied into law, charges of discrimination In

sport programsecould only be initiated under the Equal Protection Clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment to the, Constitution or the Due Process Clause of the

.Fifth Amend:gent. Per. i os the most common chdllenge brought under the Fourteenth

Amendment has been by women who were prohibited from4oarticipatirt: male

tears by the rules or.regularionsof an athletic.ccnference Cr associarlon.

,In most instances, there were no Parallel female teams.

The Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amens ..e ,,nt rouired equal

treatment of all individuals in public institutions. Female pabliz,..',=1±-' sch_ ':1

students have su-ccessfuL.,_v sued their schools in an effo.... t = aces
.

to sport teams: In Reed v. -aas v.

South ?n.' cchorCor7-crati-n, Yi-z.p.is v. Xich'1-='n '7nr"J,

of Education -the plaintiff sued -esoective schools so that they as

females would,beiallcwed the opoortmity to try to make the boys' team.** In each

instarice the tennis and each woo _similar in that

female in the s,./ort sz within the resptective
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In each case,. the defer. ant school board pleaded that the restriction placed

upon female participation on a boys' team and against other male teams was

not a ruling of the school board but rather a restriction placed upon the

school by the association governing the sport; and, that therefore, the

.
prohibition not being issued by 'the sr , was not the result of "state

action" and thus was not in,violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment. The Fourteenth Amendment provides that no state shall

its"deny any person within ts the equal protecthn of the laws."

In the Reed case, the court responded to the defendant's caitention

that the violation was not a "state action" by stating that Nebraska School

Activities Association, which governs sport par.licipation, is an organization

of which the Member schools are the base; that the schools are represented in

the organization by their Superintendent, Principals, and Activity Directors;

that these individuals propose and vote upon the rules which govern the sport!

programs; and, that therefore the rules and prohibitions resultant from such an

association are, in fact, "state actions".

Again in the Reed case, "One justification advanced by the def,ndants

for the rule prohibiting girls from playing golf with and against boys is that

golf, unlike education, is a privilege, rather than a right. Even assuming

that interschool ocmpetitFLon in golf is not educational, the privilege-..ight

distinction is not visible. See Granam v. RichaPdson, supra. The issue is ry,r-

whether Debbie Reed has a "right" to play golf; the issue is whether she can be

treated differently fry:; boys in an activity provided by the state. Her right

is no,1: the to right is the right to be treateC\the so!me

as boys unless there is a rational basis for her being treated diff,:r.
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burden of thatc issue rests upon the state - the defendants." ,The same isues

were brought to light by the court in the other cases and the\decision in each

case was the se - in favor of the plaintiff.

In the Morris case two important distinctions should be noted. First,

the Appeals Court judge upheld the lower court's injunction,against the school

board but nrdified it to apply only to non-contact sports ai contact sports

were not involved in the controversy. Secondly, the judge in ruling in favor

of the appllee noted that, "Even if the institution does have a girls' team

in any non-contact interscholastic athletic activity, the female shall be

permitted to ccrinpete for a position on the bbys' team. NoLhing'inIhis sub-

section shall be construeleto prevent or interfere with the selection of

competing teams solely on the basis of athletic ability."

,From the above, it should be evident that the existence of state laws'

or rules and regulations of an athletic association' which permit or require

different zreasment based upon sex is not considered a defense to charges

brought under the Fourteenth Amendment. The same reascninz would apply fir

Title IX. in accordance with the concept of federal supremacy, the obligation

to comply with federal law supetqedes the obligation to comply with'state laws

or the rules and regulations of private associations..

In the preceeding cases, it shoild be `not d that the court did not

state that the defendants coldnot under any circus stances prohibit 7Lmters of

(le sex from participating in a specific activity. What the court did state was

that such action was permissable so long as the "different" treatment was

predicated on a "rational basis" and thez the burden of pr5vin4 the

bAirlg rEs-Led solely upcn the issuer of the prohibition-

/

,-n, Dc;r1t.
_ _ . ,
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In Prentiero v. Richardson," Justice Brennan wrote,"...statutory

distinctions between sexes often have the effect of invidiously relegating the

entire class of f.lmales to inferior legal status without regard to the actual

capabilit es of its individual members." At issue in the Frontier° case were

statutory rules that "a female member of the uniformed services seeking to

obtain housing and radical benefits for her spouse must prove his dependency

in fact, whereas no such burden is imposed upon le members." The sole

justification presented oy the government was t the action was taken as a

"adminibter.'ative convenience" measure. The District Court which ruled for the

defendant did so because'in their view the government instituted the rule based

on the traditional wlew that the male was the "bread winner" and the female the

"dependent". The lager court ruled that this was a reasonable assumption ito

make and that therefore the automatic assumption of wife dependency was justified

/because 99% of service membership was male. The Supreme Court in reversing the

decision, in effect struck down tradition as being a viable defense for\ treatin

one sex differently from the other. The Supreme Court established that'laws

must apply eqee3ly to all and that each case must be deterrined based upon its

individual merits.

Oft-times in sport, rules 'nave been established prohibiting partici-

pation in Certain activities by females, usually in contact sports, cause of \

potential health and safety hazards. Again, the courts have rendered deci-;ions

n1

on cases which have implications to this topic. Griggs V. Duke Power Co.-- was

"an action challenging the respondent's requirement of a high school diplcma or

passing of intelligene,e te.ets s a condition of employment in or transfer to

jobs at-the plant." The action was brought under Title VII of the Civil Rights
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Act of 1964. The court declared' that the requirements were not unlawful

simply because a disproportionate number of Negroes were rendered ineligible

for promotion, transfer, or employment, but that it was unlawful unless the

requirements could be shown to be job related.

The case of Rosenfeld v. Southern Pacific Co.,
22 involved the plaintiff

charging the defendant with discrimination solely based upon sex. The defendant

company established what they felt were "bona fide occupational qualifications"

for a position thus exempting females from consideration for appointment. The

plaintiff charged that, the defendant's actions were in violation of Title VII

"'
of the Civil Rights Acts of 1964. The defendant justified their restriction of

these job opportunities for men for two reasons: "(1) the arduous nature of

the work-related activity renders women physically unsuited for the jobs, (2)

appointing a woman to the position would result in a violation of California

labor laws and remilaticns which limit hours of work for women and restrict the

weight they are permirteed to lif't."

In formulating a decision on the case, the court took into consideration:

the e
"bona

ren1 nteertunities Cominissicn's guidelines construing the ':)cna

fide occupational qualification" exemption narrowly. In doing so it found that

the state law was both in conflict with and.superceded by Title VII. en

summarizing. its findings in favor of the plaintiff, the court sustained the

EEOC position that: "The premise of TitleeVII, the wisdom of which i not in

\;

question here, is that women are now to be on an equal footing with Men...

Equality,of footing is established only if employees otherwise entitled to the

position, whether -elle or female, ere eXcluded only upon a showing of irelivideal

incapacity. This alone accores witn the Congressional purpose tele:ie.:I:ate

k



subjective assumptions and traditional stereotyped conceptions regarding

the physical ability of women to do particular work."

Through Rosenfeld it was established that the safety of employees

(male or female) could be assured by consideration of their individual capacities,

or in the words of Griggs, by "measur(ing) the person for the job and not the

person in the abstract." Via this case it was established that rules are

prohibited which though clearly safeguard the health of some women, impose a

limit upon women who might not have need of protection, and which fail to protect

men who do.

Each of these cases, Griggs and Rosenfeld, have implicationsfor

those involved in sport administration. Rules adopted to prohibit participation

in a sport aotivity must be germane to the activity, must not be based upon

traditional stereotypes, and when adopted for health and safety reasons milst

be applied for the protection of all with each individual being evaluated not

by class but on his/her own merits.

Throughout this paper, mention has been given to the fact that in

numerous instances the lahguzcre used in Title :X of the Educaticn krendments

of 1972 has been identical to that used in the Civil Rights Acts of 196u, the

only difference being that one is in reference to sex and the ofmr to race.

The writer takes .oe posture that for significant implementation of

Title IX to take place, a series of precedent setting judicial deci2ions will

be necessary. It is the writer's prediction that the judicial history of

Title IX will closely adhere to the already recorded racial, discrimination

decisions. curt has recognized the paralle.' existent totooen \

racial and sex',:al d:;iscrim'ina-L-1,:n az avanced ty its comments found in
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"...Our statute books generally become laden with gross,

stereotyped distinctions between the sexes and, indeed,

throughout much of the 19th century the position of women

in our. society was, in many respects, comparable to that of

blacks under the pre-Civil War slave codes. Neither slaves

nor women could hold office, serve on juries, or bring suit
.

in their own names, and married women traditionally were denied

the legal capacity to hold or convey property or to serve as

legal guardians of their own children...and although blacks

were guaranteed the right to vote in 1870, women were denied

that right--which is itself preservative of other basic civil

and political rights--until adoption of the Nineteenth

Amendment half a century later."

State enforced sexual discrimination is virtually identiral to racial

discrimination in at least three significant ways:23

"(1) each reflects a group stereotype based on imputed-

characteristics which, if not purely imaginary, are nonetheless

inapplicable to many individual members of the', group; (2) each

provides governmental endorsement for the opinion privately

held by members of a dominant group that, due to the supposed

existence of these characteristics, each member of the sub-

ordinate grc,up is inherently inferior; and (3) proceeding from

the assumption that the stereotypes are accurate, each attempcs,

to confirm and perpetuate the existence of the supposed character-

istics by requiring every citizen to conform to a variety of

rules, all of which reflect the belief that one group is in

fact inferior to another."

As the basis for classification, sex and race share three important

similarities: 2

"(1) by and large, members of the subordinate group are readily

identifiable; (2) membership in the 'inferior' gro'm is initially

nonvolitional; any (3) once acquired, thisinembership can not be

renounced."

At this point, a review of the major racial discrimination jlzriicia1

decisions is in order. The first decision usually associated with racial dis-

crimination is that of Plessy v. Furguson.25 This case, decided in 1896, involved

not an educational issue but rather one of transportation accommoJations. Th

Supreme Court ruled, "That separate facilities did not violate the equal
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protection clause so long as the separate facilities were equal." Ar

decision concerning education of Negro students was handed down in Maso,aohuse:tts

in which the court upheld the principle of "separate but equal". The Pct-::rts

v. The City of Boston:
6

decision was rendered in 1549. The plaintiff, a minzr

of the Negro race, sued the city for damages because she was compelled -to attend

An all "colored" school. The court found in favor of the defendant thus

supporting the "separate but equal" doctrine,as it applies to education.

The Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment was brought

to bear in the Sweatt v. Painter
27

case. Sweatt, a Negro, applied for admission

to the University of Texas Law School. The UhiverS'ity faced with the necessity

of accepting a Negro, decided to create a new school for blacks at which point

the plaintiff initiated suit. The court in listening to the arguments granted

that the new school would certainly be separate but would be unequal to the

existing white school in terms of facilities, faculty and staff, ,.and prestige.

Thus, the court cal for the plaintiff. A similar case heard by the Suorame

Court in the same year as Sweatt (1950) was that of Mr. aurin v. Okla=a

State Regan :s.
25 XcLaur:n, an Oklahoma Negro, applied for admission :o the

Doctor of Education =cram. OR2ahora law provided for Negros to attend ',th ee

colleges but required :hat:instruction "shall be g;ven...upon a secezetec

;

/g
basis. "` Thus, although admitted 70 the school, he was completely segregated.

The court ruled for and stated that "he must receive the same treant

at the hands of the ste as students of other races. "33 Chief Justice 7inson,

in wriring,his opinion, stated in :art:

"Our society 7rows increasingly complex, and cur ne.-d for

trained L:creases ::rrezpondin717. Appellant's

represen:s, the\apitor-a J. t'odt need, : :r is

attempting to oi)tain an advanced degree in education, to
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Those who will came under his guidance and influence must be
directly affected by the education he received. Their own

education will necessarily suffer to the extent that his
training is unequal to that of his classmates. State-imposed

restrictions which produce such inequalities cannot be sustained."

The historirAl case of Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka
2?

was decided by the Supreme Court in 1954. This case consisted of a combination

of cases from Kansas, South Carolina, Virginia, and Delaware. Although having

evolved from different premised facts and different local conditions, a common

legal question justified their being considered together in a consolidated

opinion. In each of the cases, a minor of the Negro race sought admission to

their co minty school on a non-segregated basis. In each instance, except

Delaware, the federal district court denied relief to the plaintiff on grounds

of the "separate but equAl" doctrine announced by the Supreme Coullp in Plessy

v. FUrgusan. Fallowing arguments the court ruled for the plaintiff and in doing

so stated that,

"When we come to the question presented: Does segregation of

children in the public schools solely on the basis of race,

even though the physical facilities and other "tangible",factors

may be equal, deprive the children of the minority group.of,,,

equal educational opportunities? believe that it does."'-

The court also noted that,

"Segregation of white and colored children in public schools
has a detrimental effect =on the colored children. The

impact is greater when it has the sanction of the lad; for

the policy of seoarating the races is usually interpreted as

denoting the inferiority of the Netro group. A sense of

inferiority affects the motivation of a child to learn.'

Segregation with the sanction, of law, therefore has the

tendency to (retard) the educational and mental development

of Negro children and to deprive them of some of the benefits_

they would receive in a racially} integrated school system."'"

The court thus concluded that, "in the field of edLcation the

doctrine of "separate but equal" has no place. Separate educational facilities
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are inherently unequal. Therefore, we hold that the plaintiffs and other

similarly situated for wham the actions have been brought are, by reason of

the segregation compliant of, deprived of the equal protection of the laws

guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment. This disposition makes unnecessary

.%
any discussion whether such segregation also violates the Du. Process Clause of

the Fourteenth Amendment."
35

Having reviewed the preceeding cases the writer is of the opinion

that in each instance the racial inference could be removed and substituted for

with a sexual inference and in each instance the case nor the ultimate decision

would be subject to any substantial change.

The ramifications. of the Brawn decision were significant. "Because

of the pervasive and deep impact of the first Brown decision, the Suprome

Court delayed granting specific relief and invited the U.S. Attorney General

and the Attorneys General of all the States to submit their views t'egc,,..-ding

the court order. In this second opinion, (Brown v. Board of Educatio.

,5

Topeka; 1<ansas)
3

heard in,19SS, the Court remanded the cases to the courts

originally involved. Ch4..c Justice Warren, writing for the Court, indicated

that consideration could be given to the "public interest", as well as to the

"personal interest of the plaintiffs in admission to public schcbls as soon as

practicable on a nondiscriminatory basis."- The lower courts were directed to

frame remedies - in a now famous phrase - "with all deliberate speed" that

would permit desegregation of the schools."
37

Could not Title IX be forced into following the same route as that

of Brown if a substantial number of individuals and instituta,ns

concerning the educational and social problems which might be creat-, a

c fUll onn-:w÷?
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the possibility exists as precedent for such action has previously been

established. The fact of the matter is that, two years following a:',optidn

not a single case, to the writer's knowledge, has been decided based up:n

Title IX nor have any federal wnnies been refused or discontinued as the result

of Title IX violations. In effect, for a31 practical purposes, Title :X is

not being enforced.

In the writer's opinion, the implementation of Title IX within the

secondary school sport programs will be achieved at a more accelerated pace

than that evidenced of the racial segregation/discrimination mandates issued

by the Congress and state and federal cgurts. The writer holds this pcsition

because of a belief; that via the racial social legislation, the country, and

its citizens, have generally became aware of the damages resultant from dis-

crimination and will actively work towards its suppression in accordance with

the mandates of the law; that political and educational leaders are

aware of the parallels existing between sexual/racial issues and the pre.lict-

ability of future judicial decisions concerning the issues; and, that the

implementation of Title IX within secondary school start 1,-reNgram=., -gill not

require single sex sport teams but to the ocntraky will encourage "separate

but equal" sport prtg.rams excepting for the provision that individuals who :an

not be afforded com:atition eaual to their ability within their own s;cr-:

program be permitted to try out for a position cn the other sex's

that such an opportunity represen:s upward mobility with respect to "ohallen

as earlier defined.
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